Abstract. Tunneling problems of the topic-multiplicity of a web page makes the relevance of the highly relevant page to be weakened. In this paper, we proposed a novel relevance prediction for focused crawling to solve gray tunneling. Our approach is based on calculating the relevancy score of web page based on its block relevancy score with respect to topics and calculating the URL score based on its parent pages and its anchor contexts, and we joins the context similarity and the link similarity which is based on Q feedback learning. Experimental results showed that the proposed method outperformed the Link-Contexts, Best-First and Breadth-First for all test data sets.
Introduction
In 2014, burgeoning OTT TV business continues rapid development, and people's TV consumption habits change further. Video websites have become an important source of family watching video programs. However, with the growth of the Web, crawling the Web quickly and entirely is an expensive, unrealistic goal because of the required hardware and network resources. Focused crawling can get popular, time-sensitive video, and also save crawling time, reduce resource usage, and improve user's interest. However, some kinds of web pages are multiple topics. It causes that portion of the web pages are related with the topic. To solve this kind problem, we proposed a novel relevance prediction for focused crawling to solve gray tunneling. Our approach is based on the context similarity and the link similarity which is based on Q feedback learning [1] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III describes our approach to relevance prediction that is the key to the performance of a focused crawler. Section IV shows our experimental result, and finally Section V concludes our work.
Related work
Under the Web environment, most of the related pages often link to each other, but this does not mean that all the related pages are linked together. Therefore, in order to be able to find more pages which are relevant to the subject, focused crawling algorithm should have the ability to across the tunnel to get more related web pages. Dbnna et al. [2] introduced the nugget and dud concept through the tunnel. Pant and others [3] took advantage of the individual greed parameters and Best-N-First method to control the crawling to explore the process of the algorithm. Peng et al. [4] discusses the gray and black tunnels. Yohanes et al [5] proposed Genetic Algorithm to improve the recall ratio of the crawling. Xu et al. [6] made a research on a dynamic adjust crawling algorithm for guiding the topic crawler through tunnels. Zhang et al. [7] used a joint link similarity evaluation based method for crawling the resources on web. Hao et al. [8] proposed TFIDF+LSI algorithm to guide the crawling. Jianzhong Q. et al. [9] improved Best-First Search Algorithm Based Focused Crawling Research. Fu T. et al [10] took advantage of the graph to construct Sentimental spider. The details of our proposed approach are described below. A. Seed URL Extraction：According to the user entering the keywords, collect the top k web pages of the video websites as the seed URLs. B. Downloading Web Pages：We download the web pages from the Internet according to the rank in the queue. When the page has the higher priority, the page is downloaded earlier. C. Queue：It is initialized by seed URLs. The unvisited URLs are put into the queue. A URL which has higher URLs score is given higher priority. D. Similarity Computing and Similarity Analysis:When the web page is downloaded, extract the terms and the hyperlinks. According to OCSVM, calculate the similarity between the page and t topic. E. Page Segmentation：In page segmentation, according to Peng et al. [3] proposed page segmentation algorithm, the web page is constructed into a DOM tree, and then segmented into several blocks.
2) Proposed Algorithm
Assume that the threshold of the similarity between the topic and the page is K, and the minimum marginal value of the similarity is min K . Sim is the similarity between the topic and the page. S represents the relevance and P is the path. Therefore,
The steps of the algorithm of the gray tunnel through are as follows:
,extract the URLs and check whether the url is not visited, and calculate the weight of the unvisited url, and put the unvisited url into the queue according to the weight. (2) Step2: If 0 = S , the page is segmented into the block, and check whether the block of the web page is topic related. Then the block related with the topic is dealt as the web page related with the topic. 
Step3: Construct web link figure as figure 2. The dark node is the leaf node. (4) In this paper, the g adopts 0.9, and the Q will be normalized. Step5: Final similarity is aquired based on the discuss above.
Experiments and results
We compared our method with three other crawling methods, the conventional Link-Contexts [6] , the Best-First [11] , and Breadth-First [10] . Figure 3 depicts the precision curves obtained by our method and other techniques. For these data sets, the performance of our proposed method maintains good stability. Along with the increase in data collecting, precision falls slightly. Link-Contexts and Best-First maintain high accuracy under the circumstances of acquisition of less data, while the precision falls greater than our method's along with the increase in collecting data. The precision of Link-Contexts is slightly better than Breadth-First's. The accuracy of conventional Breadth-First is much lower than three other methods. Figure 4 depicts the recall curves on four topics. Our proposed method shows better recall than other method. The recall of Link-Contexts is close to Best-First. The performance of conventional Breadth-First is much lower than others.
Summary
In this study, we proposed a novel relevance prediction for focused crawling to solve gray tunneling. Our approach is based on calculating the relevancy score of web page based on its block relevancy score with respect to topics and calculating the URL score based on its parent pages and its anchor contexts, and we joins the context similarity and the link similarity which is based on Q feedback learing. Experimental results showed that the proposed method outperformed the Link-Contexts, Best-First and Breadth-First for all test data sets.
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